
CONTEXT
The city council of Torhout designed a route in 2016 to reintroduce the 
Market and the Old city center, to give these a new impuls. A first step was 
the formulation of an ‘experience and identity survey’. The City decided 
to work with Architecture Workroom Brussels, a ‘do and think tank’ for 
innovation in architecture and urban planning. A lot of conversations were 
held and many discussion nights were organized. This lead to a valid 
document about the Torhout identity, about the expectations and dreams 
that live with its population, but also focusing on local and urgent tasks for 
the future. The results formed the basis for the project definition given in 
the Open by the end of 2016 Call procedure of the Flemish Construction 
Master. 
Four (inter) national design teams were selected and developed a proposal. 
The team LOLA - LIST - Sweco eventually came out as strongest.
Their mission: 
• A plan for the refurbishment of the market square and surroundings. 
• A long-term vision for the city center 
• Actively involve the Torhout population in the process 
On Thursday 15 June, the public moment and the launch of the ‘Torhout in 
Zicht’ project will take place. In the evening, the selected design team and 
the follow-up are announced to the general public during a public event. 
In the coming months (June 16 until October 1) the project ‘Torhout in Zicht’ 
will stay in the city.
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PROJECTTEXT
The City of Torhout wants to build a stronger city center in the future. This 
requires a thoughtful, strong vision of the future on complex issues such 
as aging, densification, attention to greenery and landscape, space for 
cohabitation and culture, integration of work and trade, and improved 
mobility. At the same time it is important to keep an eye on the many 
opportunities and opportunities that are already present in the city today. 
On behalf of the city of Torhout, Architecture Workroom Brussels developed 
the project ‘Torhout in Zicht’, consisting of: a city walk in the public space 
with pictures of Marie-Françoise Plissart, a walking guide, and a ‘Do the 
Torhout Test.’ The purpose of this project is to make the inhabitants of 
Torhout re-discover their city, by making them look in a different way at 
their daily living, working or living environments – to make them think about 
possible future changes.

Specht Studio and 88888 took on the concept development and design, 
and worked together with Architecture Workroom Brussels and the City of 
Torhout. The result is one hiking trail across the city along hidden places: 
special places and buildings with a history or story, which may play an 
important role in the city core reinforcement in the future.

With some simple, layered operations, 88888 transforms Torhout’s 
familiar city landscape. The large blank posters form white surfaces on 
the enormously diverse map of city walls and walls along the trail. They 
make you stand still at places you would otherwise pass and point out the 
road. The unexpected presence of these abstract planes offers literal and 
figurative space for reflection. They form visual and mental rests in the 
street scene and invite you to, like a blank sheet, look at the city with new 
perspectives.

In some places, these blank posters are accompanied by photos made of 
the city of Torhout by Marie-Françoise Plissart. Again, but this time with an 
image, she shows known and unknown aspects of the city.

The trail is completed with white road markings that reflect architectural 
drawings. On the market square you can discover the future contours of the 
winning design project. There are also minimal interventions for a temporary 
action along the route. These places today are abandoned or serve as 
parking only. Their potential is visible by some white garden chairs or game 
elements.

The project ‘Torhout in Zicht’ is a city walk with an agenda. Cities change. 
Sometimes very slow and almost unnoticed, other times with flaws and 
punches, and at times also quite profound. The white posters from 88888 
and pictures of Marie-Françoise Plissart who appear unexpectedly in the 
cityscape, do not form a plea for a clean slate. 
On the contrary, they make hikers and casual passers stand still and reflect 
on what is and with can be the city of Torhout become in the coming years.
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PROJECTTEXT
The ‘Torhout in Zicht’ open air exhibition also includes a publication. 
This booklet contains, next to the hiking trail, also the pictures of Marie-
Françoise Plissart, some historical facts about the rich past of Torhout, and 
the ‘Do the Torhout’ test. This test uses 12 multiple questions about places 
you pass along the route - they challenge you to think about the future 
development of the city.

Just like 8888 added white spaces to the street scene, Stephanie Specht 
uses a white cover in which the title is embossed. It is a non-printed 
(without color), visual interpretation of the word ‘Hidden’ from the subtitle 
of the project. The brick-red lines refer to the walk, the path that you make 
and will follow. Just like the white markings in the streets, they form a guide 
to the route. 
At the same time they indicate the layers of Torhout. The cover is a game 
between visible and invisible elements.
The interior is designed in a very simple way. The typography layeration 
reflects the hierarchy of the contents: route description, facts, history and 
the photo series of Marie-Françoise Plissart.
The informative function of the walking guide was taken into account: you 
can situate yourself during the walk.
At the back, Marie-Françoise Plissart’s selection of photographs is a quiet, 
beautiful closing.
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Aartrijkestraat 11/B
8820 Torhout
raffaella.dello@torhout.be (pers)
www.torhout.be
+32 50 22 11 22

NOTES
STAD TORHOUT
Kristof Audenaert (wnd. burgemeester)
Lieselotte Denolf (schepen van inspraak en communicatie), 
An Wostyn (directeur Ruimte), 
Bert Desendere (stedenbouwkundig ambtenaar), 
Michiel Mestdagh (hoofd koepel Vrije Tijd)

mailto:raffaella.dello@torhout.be
http://raffaella.dello@torhout.be
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Architecture Workroom Brussels
Handelskaai 30
1000 Brussel
BELGIË
info@architectureworkroom.eu
www.architectureworkroom.eu

NOTES
ARCHITECTURE WORKROOM BRUSSELS
Architecture Workroom is a think-and-do tank for innovation in architecture, 
urban planning and other fields related to spatial development. By getting 
designers involved in the planning process, Architecture Workroom is 
helping to create a context for innovation within the practice of design. 
While simultaneously promoting the role and the meaning of spatial design 
in the formulation of a—crucial—innovative response to the social problems 
inherent in a rapidly urbanising world.

The Architecture Workroom Brussels develops itself as a cultural operator 
too. It creates (in partnerships) new knowledge, coordinates studios, and 
presents the experience gained to the public. For example, the Architecture 
Workroom tries to bring change among all parties involved in spatial design.

mailto:info%40architectureworkroom.eu?subject=
http://www.architectureworkroom.eu
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NOTES
MARIE-FRANCOISE PLISSART
Photographic narratives, portraits, architecture and urbanism: those are the 
recurrent themes in Marie-Françoise Plissart’s career as a photographer 
and film maker. They all come together when she explores the relationship 
between a city and its inhabitants, the many ways in which people shape 
their environment and are defined by it. They never entirely are: every 
individual both coincides with and transcends his or her social context. 
There’s tension there, a fracture. Marie-Françoise Plissart investigates 
precisely that zone of embodiment and separation.
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Specht Studio GCV
Britselei 29
2000 Antwerp
BELGIUM
hello@stephaniespecht.com
www.stephaniespecht.com
instagram.com/spechtstudio
+32 486 485 403

NOTES
SPECHT STUDIO
Stephanie Specht (1982) is a freelance graphic designer from Antwerp 
(Belgium). Her style is best described as intuitive, abstract, typographic 
and minimalistic, typified by an almost analytical fragmentation of shapes, 
in combination with an intense color palette, drawing inspiration from 
architecture and music.

After graduating from the Royal Academy for Fine Arts in Antwerp (Graphic 
Design - 2000-04), Stephanie started freelancing with a focus on brand 
identity, illustration and book designs. Having lived and worked pretty much 
everywhere in her 10-year career (Cape Town, Brussels, Princeton, New 
York, Antwerp), every single one of these experiences shaped her as a 
creative person.

Amongst her international clientèle you’ll find the likes of Jefferson Hack 
(Nowness, AnOther Magazine), Baloji, Target, S Magazine, Picture Room, 
Matters of Space, Artlead, Canvas (Off The Record), Bruno Pieters, 
Plusoffice Architects and Ugly Belgian Houses.

Despite her busy schedule, Stephanie still puts time and effort into various 
personal projects such as her monthly illustrations and collaborations with 
other creatives.

She was named in the Top 3 List of Promising Designers, Flanders Style in 
Monocle’s The Forecast (2016) and honored with no less than 13 awards 
from Design and Design (Paris).

“A Bold Minimalist” – I Love Belgium

mailto:hello@stephaniespecht.com
www.stephaniespecht.com
http://instagram.com/spechtstudio
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OFFICE 88888 bvba
Avenue Albert 2 C19
1190 Brussels
BELGIUM
info@office88888.com
press@office88888.com 
www.office88888.com
facebook.com/office88888 
instagram.com/office88888
+32 472 65 24 35 
+32 495 87 90 79NOTES

88888
88888 is the collaboration of Karel Burssens (1984) and Jeroen Verrecht 
(1984). They share a general interest in spatial conditions and establish 
this in a practice of installation art, scenography and architecture. Together 
or separate, they work on several international projects in the worlds of 
museums, fashion, contemporary dance and architecture. Their expertise 
grew on both conceptual and productional levels, the broad interests and 
experience nurturing mutually.

In projects, a research on the experience and use of space is unfold. 
The spatial and contextual play a crucial, defining role. 88888 searches 
consciously and unconsciously for assignments within such a specific 
context. The artistic research consists of measuring the relevance of form, 
typology, physicality and materiality, but evenso the void, the absence 
of intervention within this context. This relevance is defined again and 
unconditioned for each project. The contribution is questioned continuously 
during development, until the moment the answer on it is irrevocable.

project portfolio on request via info@office88888.com

KAREL BURSSENS
Karel Burssens (1984) graduated in 2007 as Civil Engineer in Architecture at 
the University of Leuven, Belgium. He worked with Bogdan & Van Broeck 
Architects and Bureau Bas Smets in Brussels. He continued as architect 
and later Head of Architecture at Villa Eugenie, working on a variety of 
international projects in fashion and events for Dior Homme, Lanvin, Kenzo, 
among others.

JEROEN VERRECHT

Jeroen Verrecht (1984) graduated in 2007 as Civil Engineer in Architecture 
at the University of Leuven, Belgium. After working as an architect 
with B-architecten, he continued in a practice of scenography and 
production, working with the MoMu Fashion Museum of Antwerp, Walter 
Van Beirendonck, MAS Museum Antwerp and Rotor vzw, among others. 
He currently combines a practice in scenography & installation art with 
photography. He is a lecturer at LUCA School of Arts in Ghent and 
Brussels.

mailto:info%40office88888.com?subject=
mailto:press@office88888.com
http://www.office88888.com
http://www.facebook.com/office88888
http://instagram.com/office88888
mailto:info%40office88888.com?subject=
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TERMS OF LOAN 
The attached images are accepted by you under the following terms and conditions:
– The images are only reproduced to illustrate an article or feature reviewing or reporting on the project
– Permission to use these images after the project dates is not valid and all digital image files loaned to you must be completely deleted from all 
database(s) and digital storage media when you have completed the project specific to the agreed article.
– The reproductions are accompanied by the name of the copyright owner
– The reproductions are not cropped, digitally distorted, overprinted, tinted or subject to any form of derogatory treatment, without the prior approval of 
the copyright owner.
– Any reproductions that accompany an article are not used for marketing or advertising purposes.
- The use of images for front and/or rear covers may attract a fee and will require the prior authorisation of the copyright owner.
- For high-res press images and more information contact press@office88888.com
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